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Since 2001 the Support Center for Child Advocates, located in Philadelphia, offers a semi-annual training course for volunteers who wish to work with the Center on child abuse issues. How to Handle a Child Abuse Case A Manual for Attorneys Representing Children provides a useful description of various aspects of child abuse in how to recognize it, deal with it on a professional basis, and how to combat it. Introductory chapters provide the basic information, followed by a series of appendices, and then PowerPoint presentations dealing with the presentations made in the seminar. For purposes of this work we have listed the initial chapters and PowerPoint presentations.

Following previous bibliographies, the individual sections found in the Appendices are usually not published. However, we have included the sixteen sections as follows from the October 2012 volume: A–Glossary; B–Flow Charts for Child Abuse Felony Prosecutions and Child Abuse Dependency Court Proceedings; C–Sample Appointment Order; D–Sample Dependency Petition; E–Case Re-Listing Protocol and Form; F–Philadelphia Dependency Court Best Practices in Child Abuse and Neglect Cases; G–Contacts for Access to Records; H–Grounds for Involuntary Termination of Parental Rights; I–“Two Decades Representing Child Victims in Criminal Court Proceedings; J. Representing LGBTQ and Older Youth; K–American Bar Association Standards of Practice for Lawyers Who Represent Children in Abuse and Neglect Cases–Preface and Definitions; L–The Juvenile Act–42 Pa.C.S. Sec. 6301–Table of Contents with Appendix; M. Rules of Juvenile Court Procedure–Dependency Matters–Table of Rules; N–Behavioral Health; O–“In School, The Right School, Finish School”–A Guide to Improving Educational Opportunities for Court Involved Youth–National Children’s Law Network; P–Educational Needs of Children in Dependent Care–Judge’s Check List and Tips.
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